Become our new

**Design Assistant Hard Accessories (m/f/d)**

Imagine your designs walking down the world’s largest catwalk every day – the street. Do you like the sound of that? Then you should definitely design for us. C&A makes fashion for everyone, while respecting our suppliers and the environment. Join us!

**Your responsibilities at C&A**

- You will research and identify emerging trends and select fabrics, colors, or style for each relevant garment or accessory
- Create design flats and tech packs using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop and present your design ideas
- Build and update design presentation boards and assist in the preparation of meetings
- Maintain and track all designs in Product Lifecycle Management system
- Support in researching and creating seasonal design menu of fabrics, details, colours, and shapes

**At C&A you can look forward to**

- An interesting job in an international working environment
- A positive working atmosphere with helpful colleagues and corporate events
- You will receive an in-depth induction into your new role and you will have the opportunity to participate in trainings
- A listening ear to your ideas and an opportunity to discuss them
- In addition, you will enjoy attractive discounts, an above-average salary package, a subsidised canteen, a public transport travel pass, and the option to work from home

**What we expect of you**

- A college degree in Fashion Design or any other related field
- You have an artistic hand and are up-to-date in the current fashion market, brands and target groups
- Excellent organization skills, with meticulous attention to detail and follow through in execution
- Confident in written and spoken English as well as advanced knowledge of Illustrator, InDesign and Photoshop
- Equipped with an independent, reliable and organised way of working as well as enthusiasm and motivation

Please include in your application your portfolio with photographs, examples of mood boards, inspirational research, illustrations and technical sketches to show us how you create.

Want to get to know us? Take the first step and apply online via our careers portal:

Become our new

Design Assistant Yessica (m/f/d)

Imagine your designs walking down the world’s largest catwalk every day – the street. Do you like the sound of that? Then you should definitely design for us. C&A makes fashion for everyone, while respecting our suppliers and the environment. Join us!

Your responsibilities at C&A

- Extensively research and identify emerging trends in silhouettes, shapes, fabrics, details, and colours to anticipate designs that will appeal to consumers
- Create design flats and tech packs using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop
- Build and update design presentation boards and assist in the preparation of meetings
- Maintain and track all designs in Product Lifecycle Management system
- Support in researching and creating seasonal design menu of fabrics, details, colours, and shapes

At C&A you can look forward to

- An interesting job in an international working environment
- A positive working atmosphere with helpful colleagues and corporate events
- You will receive an in-depth induction into your new role and you will have the opportunity to participate in trainings
- A listening ear to your ideas and an opportunity to discuss them
- In addition, you will enjoy attractive discounts, an above-average salary package, a subsidised canteen, a public transport travel pass, and the option to work from home

What we expect of you

- You are a graduate fashion designer or hold an equivalent education
- Excellent organization skills, with meticulous attention to detail and follow through in execution
- You have basic knowledge in pattern cutting and construction as well as an artistic hand and a well-developed eye for trends
- A flexible team player with good communication skills who can keep a cool head even under pressure
- Advanced knowledge of Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop and fluent language skills in English

Please include in your application your portfolio with photographs, examples of mood boards, inspirational research, illustrations and technical sketches to show us how you create.

Want to get to know us? Take the first step and apply online via our careers portal:

https://bit.ly/3bQcnJ0
Become our new

**Working Student Design Clockhouse Boys (m/f/d)**

Imagine your designs walking down the world’s largest catwalk every day – the street. Do you like the sound of that? Then you should definitely design for us. C&A makes fashion for everyone, while respecting our suppliers and the environment. Join us!

**Your responsibilities at C&A**

- Supporting the designers in designing a product assortment and establishing aesthetic designs on a seasonal basis
- You will handle CDT (Collection Definition Tool) and order samples
- Work with the technologists and pre-production partners to ensure design packages are complete and accurate
- Support our creative heads in creating and researching seasonal design menu of fabrics, details, colours, and shapes
- Assist in daily administrative work, maintain and track all designs in our system

**At C&A you can look forward to**

- An interesting job in an international working environment
- A positive working atmosphere with helpful colleagues and corporate events
- You will receive an in-depth induction into your new role and you will have the opportunity to participate in trainings
- A listening ear to your ideas and an opportunity to discuss them
- In addition, you will enjoy attractive discounts, a subsidised canteen and a public transport travel pass

**What we expect of you**

- You are currently studying Fashion Design (Bachelor or Master) or a related field
- You have a creative personality and a passion for the fashion and lifestyle business
- You can understand the C&A customer and have an artistic hand with a strong sense of colour and style
- You are fluent in English to communicate in our international daily business
- You are skilled in MS Office, Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop

Want to get to know us? Take the first step and apply online via our careers portal: